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ABSTRACT
This paper seeks to explore some of the many linguistic and conceptual models used to describe cause, and, by placing them all within a single framework, to try to move towards a deeper understanding of the notion.

INTRODUCTION
Aristotle gave (arguably) the first significant taxonomy of cause: his proposed four categories (material, formal, efficient, and final) can be thought of as initiating the “causal research programme”. Yet this kind of taxonomy is an inelegant fit with (for example) processual thinking, or with modern physics’ conception of causality. Even in the 19th Century, the problems involved in reconciling such strands were already visible to such logicians as C. S. Peirce: and the increasingly esoteric physics theories introduced during the 20th Century can only have hardened this (apparent) incommensurability.

This (already difficult) situation has been worsened by the fragmentation of the literature on cause between such areas as philosophy, economics, law, and physics - encouraging fragmentation in both terminology and thought. Postmodernism also discourages basic research into foundational areas, actively disparaging such inquiries as frivolous hunts for patently non-existent grand narratives, with perhaps the ber-narrative being Descartes’ notion of a First Philosophy.

My opinion is instead that a hallmark of good thinking should be a balance between the twin forces of divergence and convergence: and that postmodernism’s celebration of divergence (and its corresponding demonisation of convergence) tips the balance too far off-centre.

This paper attempts, by comparing different discourses’ accounts of cause, to reach out towards a deeper understanding of cause behind them all, while not remaining limited to a single dogmatic mode of thought. While not claiming to be a First Philosophy, this does attempt to converge multiple notions of cause towards a common centre, based around a critical notion of what I call tensed uncertainty.

TERMINOLOGIES OF CAUSE
While necessarily incomplete, the following table documents my attempts to compare several cause-related terminologies within a single temporal framework. This framework is based upon the concept of “tensed time”, but with additional columns describing the mechanisms/processes which help ‘change tense’.
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Present

Future
Aristotle
Formal cause
Final cause
Efficient cause
Material cause
-
-
-
Physics
-
-
Action
Causal chain
Reaction
-
-
Biology
-
-
Stimulus
Signal
Response
Scientistic
-
-
Cause
Causality
Effect
Deterministic
-
-
Action
Causality
Destiny
Indeterministic
Influences
Libido / Compulsion
Response
Chance
Fate
Quantum Causality
Classical
Reality
-
Quantum Events
Quantum Potentiality
Quantum Reality
Iterative
Intention
Methodology
Step
Correction
End
Civil Law
Liabilities
Explanations
Consequences
-
-
Criminal Law
Motive
Opportunity / Means
Criminal Act
-
Evidence
Processual
-
Input
Activity
Output
-
Action-based
Grounds
Decision
Action
Execution
Repercussions
Decision-based
Grounds
Rationalisation
Decision
Action
Repercussions
Paranoiac
Dissent
Conspiracy
Incident
Cover-up
Deception

Figure 1: Terminologies of cause

Please note that these columns do not literally refer to the past, present, and future: instead, they refer to the kinds of knowledge that particular discourses focus on. In the case of Criminal Law, the central focus is on reconstructing criminal acts from the “tensed knowledge” relating to them (what happened before, during, and after them).

CAUSE AND DISCOURSES
One interesting aspect of the table in the previous section table is the broad differences between terminologies. I argue that these are more than simply linguistic (like the etymological difference between “lamb” and “mutton”), but instead actually arise from fundamentally different views of causation taken by different discourses.

As an example, Criminal Law revolves around proving guilt beyond reasonable doubt, whereas Civil Law is about demonstrating liability on the balance of probabilities. One might further characterise the former as a mechanism for protecting political contracts (i.e. with society), and the latter as one for protecting social contracts (i.e. between social actors, whether individuals or companies).

Methodologically, Criminal Law focuses on reconstructing the (present-tense) criminal act from the (past-tense) motive, opportunity and means, but supporting that positivistic picture with (future-tense) evidence of the criminal act. By way of contrast, Civil Law typically focuses on the consequences (typically harm, injury, or loss) and involves weighing up conflicting explanations to apportion liability.

As far as causation goes, this means that Criminal Law is about determining what would be sufficient to constitute absolute certainty about a reconstructed present, whereas Civil Law is about determining what would be sufficient to constitute relative certainty between multiple reconstructed pasts.

My argument is that Civil Law and Criminal Law operate as quite separate discourses, based purely on the differences between their views of causation. Similarly, I argue that each of the other views listed here denotes a different discourse (based on its particular angle on causation), and that therefore causation may well provides a useful way of differentiating between discourses. This area is what the remainder of this paper attempts to explore.

CAUSE IN BUSINESS
The mismatch in Figure 1 between Decision-based causation and Action-based causation is also quite interesting - the Decision-based frame of reference is temporally centred on the decision process , whereas the Action-based frame of reference is (unsurprisingly) temporally centred on the action event. One might therefore reasonably characterise these two views as being process-centric and event-centric respectively.

Yet the totally process-centric view of cause - the Processual view - sees the past and future merely as notional concepts, abstracted out into the twin categories of Input and Output. However, despite the Decision-based view’s influence within the field of strategic management, it does not have the methodological severity required to abstract out its subject matter in the same way as the Processual view. Given its misalignment with those of the other views, I find it hard to avoid drawing the conclusion that the Decision-based view is simply the same as that of the Action-based view, but with the present tense ‘focus’ skewed to fetishise decision-making over action-doing.

When a decision is made, one might argue that the knowledge in the world changes too - one might further argue that the value of the decision-maker’s intellectual capital has changed (though it would likely be too early to know whether that change is for the better or for the worse). However, I believe there is a far stronger argument to be made that nothing actually changes until a decision is acted upon (broadly analogous to the Socratic principle of sincere assent).

My opinion is therefore that the Decision-based view incorrectly fetishises decision-making over action, and as such is based on an inadequate view of cause. My belief is that the error here lies in (a) viewing rationalisation (the process whereby the grounds for a decision are transformed into processual inputs) as a valid mode of thought independent of decision-making; and (b) viewing action as a process whereby decisions manifest themselves in reality (as processual outputs). These two ideas are the philosophical means by which something like an Action-based view of causation has been remapped onto a processual view of causality.

Perhaps a sign of how this kind of Decision-based Strategic Management has become divorced from the reality of business management is the recent introduction of terminology such as “buy-in”: surely this is necessarily predicated on the idea of a strategic management body trying to impose an unwanted plan upon an alienated workforce?

CAUSE IN PHYSICS AND BIOLOGY
For C.S. Peirce, Physics relies upon a completely different view of causation, which he characterised as being both instantaneous and reversible, much like the idealised collision of billiard balls, where such action/reaction set-ups could be ‘played out’ in either (temporal) direction without change. This relies on what one might call a locality of reaction - typically some kind of point (or region) of contact, where bodies in collision mutually exchange physical properties (such as charge or momentum). To differentiate this from other conceptions of causality, Peirce tried to use the word ‘force’ in preference to ‘cause’ here.

However, perhaps the dominant scientific view of physical causality since Peirce has become Biology, where a (physical) stimulus triggers a chemical / hormonal / molecular signal containing information, which is then causes a physical response elsewhere in the antipoetic system. Though superficially similar to the Physics view, this is better characterised as sequential, irreversible, and indeed non-localised. I believe that when people talk about the scientific mindset, it is usually these very different properties which they have in mind (rather than the Physics view), because the experience of our mental lives exhibits these very same properties. This may be a good reason why Darwinism (and other biological metaphors) have proved so seductive to the popular imagination.

Perhaps the key point here is that what I call the Scientistic view of causation is a kind of awkward hybrid between the Physics view and the Biology view. For this Scientistic view, cause and effect are (like Physics) mediated by a causal chain, yet are non-local and irreversible (like Biology). The inference is that we should be able to construct a Scientific view of causality with both the instantaneous rigour of Physics and the pragmatism of Biology: and this hybrid seems to have informed much of the 20th Century’s view of Science. Yet - is it really valid?

Peirce called this Scientistic view the “Commonly Accepted View” (CAV), and noted that it had its basis in Stoic philosophy: this ‘doctrine of necessity’ asserts that “the state of things at any time, together with certain immutable laws, completely determines the state of things at every other time.” (EP I: 299, 1892).

If applied to everyday life, this gives a kind of “scientistic fatalism”, which I call the Deterministic view: if (as per Biology) there is a predictable response to any given stimulus (provided that we can properly understand the signal by which that stimulus is mediated), we can (given enough computing power) ultimately model and predict the future. This mode of thought was arguably behind such diverse phenomena as Logical Positivism, Taylorist Scientific Management and “The Matrix”.

For this Deterministic view, everything is (potentially) knowable: it views complexity as simply additive, in that any situation can be reduced to separable strands, each of which can be (recursively) understood. This reductionistic knowability can be seen as the conceptual motor behind what we know as The Scientific Method, and perhaps behind Modernity itself.

This Scientistic / Deterministic view has certainly proved useful: yet is it reasonable? By losing the Physics view’s locality and instantaneity constraints, I argue that this introduces (but instantly brackets!) a hidden macro-variable - uncertainty. This leads us forward to Indeterministism, and other very different views of causation.

INDETERMINISTIC CAUSATION
It should be clear from the previous section that the Deterministic view is closely aligned with the Biology and Scientistic views: structurally, they all focus on predicting an imperfectly known future from a perfectly known present while bracketing out all notion of the past (though note that the Physics view’s instantaneity means that it instead focuses solely on the present instant). However, many writers have rebelled against this Newtonian clockwork universe, which was perhaps initiated by a Dawkinsian “blind watchmaker” - why should this dissent exist? Surely there is no limit to the applicability of the Scientistic view?

In the biologist Edward O. Wilson’s book “Consilience”, this claimed universality of the Scientistic view is taken as axiomatic: he aligns his work with the “Ionic Enchantment”, Gerald Holton’s phrase to describe “a belief in the unity of the sciences - a conviction, far deeper than a mere working proposition, that the world is orderly and can be explained by a small number of natural laws” (Wilson (2000), p.3) Wilson argues that the laws of (largely classical, I think it’s fair to say) physics will ultimately be shown to determine culture, the humanities, social sciences, arts, religion, morality, taboos… pretty much everything really. “The central idea of the consilience world view is that all tangible phenomena, from the birth of stars to the workings of social institutions, are based on material processes that are ultimately reducible, however long and tortuous the sequences, to the laws of physics.” (p.297)

Yet according to Henri Bergson (“Time And Free Will”, p.200), “the principle of universal determination loses every shred of meaning in the inner world of conscious states”, Bergson’s main argument being that while scientists rely on the same antecedents’ producing the same consequents, no two mental states are identical (and hence the mental reproducibility of antecedentary conditions is not possible). Peirce made an almost identical assertion, adding that “mind is not subject to ‘law,’ in the same rigid sense that matter is… there always remains a certain amount of arbitrary spontaneity in its action, without which it would be dead”. (EP I: 329, 1892)

Peirce, too, pointed to “pure spontaneity as a character of the universe”, and accounted for the variety and diversity in nature by invoking the idea of continuous “infinitesimal departures from law” (EP I: 308, 1892).

Physicists admit of uncertainty in such phenomena as radioactive decay, explaining them in terms of probabilistic laws (which model the typical half-life for individual isotopes under given conditions). These statistical laws handle the variability and arbitrariness of individual events by predicting the decay properties of a large sample (1 curie of decay = 37 billion atoms). Yet for any given atom in a sample of a radioactive isotope, such a statistical profile is almost meaningless - it tells us almost nothing.

Similarly, Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle states that the better we know an individual wave function’s momentum, the worse we know its position: note that these values are never absolutes, but probability distributions. In fact, discussion of uncertainty is central to quantum mechanics, and quantum causality has proved extremely hard (if not impossible) to reconcile with classical physics. At the heart of science, it seems that uncertainty is everywhere - so why is it such an unspeakable word for theories of causation?

CAUSE, CERTAINTY AND UNCERTAINTY
In fact, the Indeterministic view of cause given in the table contains several kinds of uncertainty, from the unknowability (or rather unreconstructibility) of past mental states, to the chance component of individual events - yet this view gives the overriding impression of being something of a ‘dumping ground’ for everything which other discourses bracket out. My opinion is that it is conceptually easier to construct positivistic accounts of the world, which specify those ways in which you (think you) have control of it - and that the temptation to gloss over those things over which you have no control is often irresistible.

Indeterminism, then, is the oft-forgotten non-identical twin brother of determinism, comprising those elements of uncertainty which positivistic accounts prefer to gloss over (but which are there nonetheless). Uncertainty is the “dirty little secret” of positivism - and so to parcel it out (in all its forms) to an alternative view would be to make the mistake (as flagged by George Shackle) of reifying uncertainty into an external force of nature, of thinking that it is an alien thing somehow outside (or beyond) our experience.

I propose instead that we should seek to integrate notions of uncertainty into our views of causality - to see uncertainty as the Siamese twin brother of certainty, rather than a force majeure only understandable as a separate (and bracketable) entity.

Peirce is often credited as one of the founding fathers of the American Pragmatism school of philosophy, which explicitly relies on what is known as a “Fallibilist” view of knowledge - that knowledge is inherently fallible. One might usefully contrast this (half-empty) epistemology with (half-full) modern business epistemologies, which I would assert are typically based around “sufficientist” epistemologies (essentially, that knowledge is defined by its usefulness, and only of value when it is sufficient to act upon.

For both positions, I believe that certainty (degree of knowability) could only be inseparable from uncertainty (degree of unknowability): and thus 

AN INCLUSIVE MODEL FOR CAUSE
Here, I propose a new inclusive model for causation, that of needs, acts and outcomes:-
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Figure 2: The (idealised) “Needs/Acts/Outcomes” sequence

However, this is an idealised sequence - in reality, there are many possible pasts (only one of which is the actual past) to weigh up and choose between, and many possible futures (only one of which is the actual future) to aim for (or to avoid) - and in between them all, only one actual present.

This difference between one-to-many-ness (causality) and many-to-one-ness (giving-rise-to-ness) can perhaps best be illustrated by Noam Chomsky’s distinction between “problems” (thought-provoking puzzles with theoretically attainable answers) and “mysteries” (well-defined questions that simply cannot be answered with near-universal assent). Here, predicting outcomes is a problem – but inferring historical needs and influences is frequently a mystery.
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Figure 3: Many possible pasts, a single present, many possible futures

According to this model, past-tense (historical) thinking is about inferring (past) needs from acts and outcomes, present-tense thinking is about deciding (present) actions from needs and outcomes, and future-tense thinking is about predicting (future) outcomes from needs and acts.

More broadly, this formulation can be read in terms of three types of determinism, each of which regards needs/acts/outcomes in a separate way:
·	Scientific determinism
Reduces “giving rise to” (a many-to-one relationship) to “causing” (a one-to-many relationship), and hence confuses needs with acts. Fetishises outcomes.
·	Cultural determinism
Reduces “causing” to “giving rise to”, and hence confuses acts with outcomes. Fetishises needs.
·	Political determinism (“Free will”)
Equates “causing” with “giving rise to”, and hence confuses needs with outcomes. Fetishises acts.

I argue that each of these three positions has grown up as a response to one of three quite different types of uncertainty - historical uncertainty (“what happened?”), political uncertainty (“what should I do now?”) and predictive uncertainty (“what would happen if I were to…?”).

APPLYING THE NEW MODEL
The question naturally arises as to how well this new model fits the different terminologies noted before. With the exception of the Decision-based view (which I have argued is erroneous), the Processual view (which I would argue is a way of bracketing causality, by bracketing all notions of past or future), and the Physics view (which Peirce argued is not really causality at all - and I agree), this seems quite a good fit (see Figure 4).

Even though these are preliminary results, I feel comfortable asserting that these three types of “tensed uncertainty” (i.e. uncertainty relating to each of the three main tenses) do correspond to categorically different things: to treat all types of uncertainty as if they were (and could only ever be) predictive uncertainty (as Edward O. Wilson did) is to make a categorical mistake. History and politics are not science - they deal with different kinds of uncertainty, and hence try to answer different kinds of questions.
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Figure 4: Terminologies of cause, reconciled with the new inclusive model of cause

CONCLUSIONS
This paper set out to compare and understand various terminologies of cause, and in that it seems successful. While the “tensed uncertainty” model arrived at seems to be good fit for the majority of the accounts, it is hard to say whether that means that means that those accounts that fail to fit the model should be rejected (as being uses of language to describe non-causal ideas) or whether the model should be revised. My intuition is that the new model does capture something of the idea of the relationship between causality and tensed possibility / uncertainty… but this would be hard to prove.

Linguistically, I think that there is something of a lacuna in English here: most descriptions of cause and effect seem to be based around a divergent (one-to-many) single-act-multiple-outcomes model, or at best a linear (one-to-one) single-act-single-outcome model. With what terms should one best describe the vague process by which contributory factors interact to lead to a result? The “Libido / Compulsion” entry (for the Indeterministic view) perhaps gets as close as any other - but it still seems somewhat imprecise.

One answer might be to refer to such convergent (many-to-one) influences as “soft causes”, and to linear (one-to-one) and divergent (one-to-many) acts as “hard causes”. Even so, language seems imprecise here.

Further research would involve comparing this model with (for example) Hulswit & Sowa’s (2001) characterisation of modern causality as being “caught between a substance ontology and a fact ontology” (Hulswit (2000), p.12). My own position is that there is no single received view of causality, but instead a plurality of views (as documented here). This work is intended to show that these views need not necessarily be incommensurate - and that it might be possible to construct a framework for notions of cause.
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